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ABSTRACT 
We give a simple proof of a closed-form expression for the coefficient of 
ergodicity of a column-allowable nonnegative matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The coefficient of ergodicity of a column-allowable nonnegative n X n 
matrix T = (t,) is defined as 
T(T) = 
d( XT, Y’T) 
x,r>‘?x+~u d( X’, Y’) ’ 
(1.1) 
where d(X’, Y ‘) is the projective distance between the vectors X = (xi> and 
Y = ( yi> in the positive quadrant. In general uppercase letters will denote 
vectors or matrices, and the corresponding lowercase letters will represent 
their entries; X’ is the transpose of X, and the projective distance d( X’, Y’) 
is defined as 
xi/Yi 
maxln - 
i,j i I 'j:j/Yj 
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(Seneta, 1981). A column-allowable matrix has at least one nonnegative entry 
in each column. This condition is necessary for (1.1) to be defined. 
The following theorem provides a result on the coefficient of ergodicity of 
a column-allowable matrix T. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Seneta, 1981, p. 108). If T is positive, then 
T(T) = 
1 - 40.5 
1 + cp ’ (l-2) 
where 
1 
9= maxi,i,,j,j~ti~jtj~i/tj,jti~i ’ (1.3) 
Zf T has a row with at least one positive and one zero entry, then T(T) = 1. 
Zf the only zeros are in zero rows, then (1.2)-(1.3) still hold, except that the 
entries ti appearing in (1.3) must be replaced by the entries aij of the matrix 
A forme c4 from T by deleting its zero rows. 
It is easily seen that Theorem 1.1 can be paraphrased by saying that for 
any column-allowable matrix T, the result of (1.2) holds in all cases with 
tgjtjti 
4 = min - 
tjrpir* # 0 tjtjtiri - (1.4 
In this paper we give a direct and relatively simple proof of this result. In 
the process we demonstrate a simple connection between 7(T) and the 
coefficient of ergodicity TJP) of a row-stochastic matrix P = (pij> closely 
related to T. The coefficient TV is defined as 
A = Ik 1 Pik - Pjk ’ ‘1. 
2. THEOREM 
(1.5) 
Given a column-allowable nonnegative matrix T, and a positive probabil- 
ity-normed vector Y = ( yi) (i.e., C yi = l), we let P(Y ) denote the row-sto- 
chastic matrix with entry P(Y )i j = tji y,/C, ystSi in its ith row, jth column. 
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THEOREM 2.1. 
then 
If T = (tij) is a column-allowable nonnegative matrix, 
7(T) = 
1 - 40.5 
1 + @.s 
~~{y~(~i)l~i~i~1,~~~0,i~1,2 ,... n}, (2.1) 
where 
titjtjti 
fj = min - 
tj’jti’i# 0 tjtjtiti . (2.2) 
Proof. We first note that because T is column-allowable, 4 is well 
defined (i.e., the set of indices i, i’, j, j’ such that tjritiri # 0 is nonempty). 
Bearing in mind the definition (1.1) of T(T), we consider for fmed X = (xi), 
Y = ( yi) (X, Y > 0) the ratios xi/yi, and we let C be the minimum of these 
ratios. If D is such that C + D = maxi xi/yi [i.e., D = maxi xi/yi - 
mini xi/yi, and D is called 0x(X/Y )I, then each ratio xi/yi can be written 
as xi/yi = C + Dei, where C is the minimum and C + D the maximum of 
these ratios. The vector E = (e,> has components between 0 and 1, with at 
least one of the e,‘s equal to 0, and one equal to 1. We then have 
xi = y,[C + De;], i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
The distance d(X’, Y ‘) is now simply ln[(C 
The ith component of X’T is Ck xk tki, and the 
Ck yktkj. Therefore 
+ D)/Cl = ln[l + D/C]. 
jth component of Y’T is 
c ‘ktki 
d(X’T,Y’T) = myln kbl I 
k?l Yktki 
“’ c ‘ktkj i Yktkj 
k=l I k=l 
1 + (D/C) 2 ekf-/ktki k ?/ktki 
= maxln k=l I 
k=l 
i.j 
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We let A’ = CkekyktkJCsystsi = CkekP(Y)i,k, Ai = Ckekyktkj/Csystsj 
= CkekP(Y)j,k, and x = D/C. If we let G( E, Y, x, i, j) be the argument of 
the logarithm on the right-hand side of Equation (2.3), i.e., 
’ + CD/‘) iI 'kYktki il Yktki 
G(E,Y, x,iJ) = 
k=l I k=l 
1 + xA” 
’ + (D/c) 5 ekYktkj 
k=l I 
t !/ktkj 
= - (2.4) 
1 + XAj ’ 
k=l 
we then have 
d( X’T, Y'T) = 
1 + xA’ 
maxlnG(E,Y,x,i,j) = maxln- 
i,j i.j 1 + XAj ’ (2.5) 
and therefore 
1 + xA” 
supma,xlnG(E,Y,x,i,j) sup max In - 
r(T) = sup E,Y ‘,j = sup E,Y i.j 
1 + XAj 
x ln(1 + x) r ln(l+x) ’ 
(2.6) 
where the supremum is for x > 0. The components of E = (e,> are between 
0 and 1, with at least one ej = 0 and at least one ei = 1; Y is positive, and 
without loss of generality can be assumed probability-normed. 
We will first dispose of two special cases: 
(1) 4 = 0. Th’ is can occur if and only if there exist i*, j*, k* (i* # j*) 
such that tkSi* + 0 and tk* .* = 0 (i.e., there is a row k* with one zero and 
one positive entry). If we et the component yk* of Y approach 1 (with Y r’ 
remaining probability-normed and ek* = 1, ej = 0 for j # k*), then A”* 
approaches 1 and A j* = 0. The corresponding G( E, Y, x, i*, j*) approaches 
I +x as yk* + 1, and therefore r(T) = 1, by consideration of Equation 
(2.6). For the same vector Y with yk* -+ 1, it can also be seen that 
ri[ P(Y )] -+ 1, which proves that Equation (2.1) holds in this particular case 
with r(T) = I. 
(2) 4 = 1. For any i, i’, j, j’ such that tjrjtiri # 0, we have ti5./tjri = 
tjej/tjti, and therefore the nonzero rows of T are proportional. (Any zero is 
necessarily in a row of zeros, since otherwise 4 would be 0.) The coefficient 
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of ergodicity T(T) is then trivially 0, and ri[ P(Y )I = 0, since the rows of 
P(Y) are all equal. 
In the sequel we will assume that 0 < C$ < 1. The proof will proceed in 
two steps. First we will show that r(T) < (1 - c#J’.~)/(~ + 40.5). [We define 
K = (1 - +“.5>/(1 + c$~.~).] Th en we will show that for any E > 0 there exist 
E, Y, x, i, and j such that 
I[lnG(E,Y,x,i,j)]/ln(l +x) - KI < E. (2.7) 
We first consider the following proposition, which is easily proven by 
induction: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let {ui) and {vi} be two sets of n positive numbers. 
Suppose that ul/vl is the smallest of the ratios ui/vi. Then Cu,/Cv, > ul/vl. 
We will now use the proposition to prove that for any i, j 
(2.8) 
Given that A” and Aj are between 0 and 1, (2.8) is trivially true if A” = 0 or 
Aj = 1. In other cases (2.8) is equivalent to 4 < A$1 - A”)/[ A’(1 - Aj)]. 
We now let i*, i’*, j*, j’* be the indices for which tipjtj,i/tj,jti,i (with 
t.Vjti,i # 0) reaches its minimum, i.e., 4 = tpj* tjr*i*/tjr*j*tir*i* < fi,jt.,i/tj,jt,,i 
f’ or any i, i’, j, j’ such that tjtjtifi # 0. By virtue of Proposition 1 we h ave 
Aj( 1 - A”) 
Ai(l _ Aj) = 
[ $lektkjYk][ il(l - ek)tki!/k] 
n 
[ i;r;“i”kiYk][ ;I(1 - ek)tkjYk] 
(2.9) 
the minima are over the ratios for which both the numerator and the 
denominator are nonzero. If both are zero, the ratio contributes nothing, and 
the case of only the numerator (or only the denominator) being zero is 
excluded because it was dealt with earlier (i.e., 4 is assumed > 0). Now that 
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(2.9) is established, we have 
1 + xA’ 1 + xA” 
G(E,Y, x&j) = 1 Q 
1+ 
XAkp 
A”c$ + (1 - A”) 
(A’)%(+ - 1) + A”($ - 1 +x) + 1 
= 
A”( x4 + C#J - 1) + 1 
. (2.10) 
Elementary considerations show that the right-hand side of (2.101, considered 
as a function M( A’) of Ai E (0, l), reaches a maximum M* = 1 + (1 - 
4)x/[l + (d{l + x})‘.~]~ for A” = l/[l + (&l + r})“.5]2 [we note that M* 
> M(0) and M* > M(1) because M* > 1 and M(0) = 1 = M(l)]. There- 
fore 
In l+ 
(1 - 4)x T(T) = sllpk(x), k(x) = [ 1 + (&{l + r,,“.5]2 1 
ln(1 + x) 
. (2.11) 
x>o 
We will now show that supx , o k(x) = (1 - $~‘.?/(l + r#~‘.~) (recall that 
this quantity is denoted K >. We first note that lim x ~ o k(r) = K and 
lim x em, k(x) = 0. We prove the result by contradiction and assume that 
supx, o k(x) > K. The means that 3x, > 0 such that k( x0) > K. Given that 
lim x+o k(x) = K and limr-rm k(x) = 0, there is necessarily a point x0 
where the derivative k’(x,) equals 0 [since the function k(x) is continuous 
and differentiable]. If f(x) d enotes the argument of the logarithm in the 
numerator of k(x), and g(x) the argument 1 + x of the logarithm in the 
denominator, elementary considerations show that k’(r,) = 0 is equivalent 
to 
f’( 20) 4 x0) =- 
fbo) gbo) * 
Given that k(x,) is assumed larger than K, Equation (2.12) yields 
(2.12) 
f’(Xo> > K - - 
f(xo) 1 +x0’ 
(2.13) 
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The derivative f’< x,) is equal to 
f’(Xo) = 
(1 - 4>(jK + I@) 
(2.14) 
Bearing in mind the definition of K and Equation (2.141, it can be seen after 
elementary algebraic manipulations that (2.13) results in a contradiction. 
Therefore supx, a k(x) = K. 
For any E we will now find E, Y, x, i, and j such that lln G(E, Y, x, i, 
j)/ln(l + x) - Kl Q .s. Recalling Equation (2.61, this will ensure that T(T) 
= K. We let H( E, Y, x, i, j) = In G( E, Y, x, i, j)/ln(l + x) and note that 
1 + xA” 
lnG(E,Y, x,i,j) In - 
H( E, Y, r, i,j) = 1 + XAj 
ln(1 + x) = ln(1 +x) 
In 
1 + xC;=,ekP(Y)j,k 
I + XC;=lQP(Y)j,k 
= 
ln(l+x) ’ 
We then have 
(2.15) 
limH(E,Y,x,i,j) = ke,[P(Y)i,, -P(Y)j,~]k~f*(E,Y,i,j). 
X+0 k=l 
(2.16) 
Given i*,j*, i’*,j’* defined earlier, we set i = i*, j = j* in (2.15) and 
(2.16). We also define 
Cl= 
t,,* i* ti’*j* 
tjt* t* tj’*j* 
(2.17) 
which is well defined and nonzero because $J > 0. For any sufficiently small 
7, we can define, for n > 3, the probability-normed vector Y, = ( y,) (i = 
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1,2,. . . , n) as 
!/k = 2 for k #i’*,j’*. (2.18) 
If n (the dimension of T) is equal to 2, then set q = 0: yir* and yjt* are the 
only components of YV. We also define the vector E as E* = (0, 0, . . . , eif* = 
1, 0, . . . ) 0): E* has a 1 in the i’*th position and zeros elsewhere. Then 
H*(E*,Y,,i*, j*) = P(y,)i*,it* - ‘(‘q)j*,i’* 
yp tir* i* 
= 
2 [ k+$,j,* yk’ki*] + Yi’*ti’*i* + Yjtetj’*i* 
yit* tit* j* 
- 
2 [ k+$,j,*yktkj*] + yi’*ti’*j* ’ Yjtetjf*j* * 
(2.19) 
Now H*(E*, Yq, i*, j*> + K when 77 + 0 [if n = 2 then H*(E*,Yo,i*, 
j* ) = K 1. Therefore, given E, there is q (and Y,> such that 1 H* (E* , YT, i*, 
j*) - KI < c/2. Once i*, j*, Y,,, and E* are fured, there exists x* such that 
IH(E*, Yv, x*, i*, j*> - H*(E*, Yv, i*, j*)I G e/2. By the triangle inequal- 
ity we finally have 
IH(E*,Y,, x*,i*,j*) - KI 
G IH(E*,Yv,x*,i*,j*) - H*(E*,Y,,,i*,j*)l 
+IH*(E*,Yq,i*,j*) - KI < E, (2.20) 
which proves that Q-(T) = K. 
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To prove the result of (2.1) concerning rr[ P(Y )] we first recall that for 
fwed Y 
T~[p(y)l = ma C [ p(y)i,k - P(Y)j,kly 
isj kcA 
A = {kI[ P(Y),,, - P(Y)j,k] > 0). (2.21) 
The fact that H*(E*, Y,, i*, j*) of Equation (2.19) approaches K as 77 + 0 
already shows that supr’7i[ P(Y )I > K. 
Let us see what happens if supr T~[P(Y)] > K. We define /J = 
supy TJP(Y >I - K and the vector E’ = (ek), where ek = 1 if k E A and 
ek = 0 if k e A; then ~i[ P(Y)] = maxi,j H*(E’,Y,i,j). Therefore there 
exist i’, j’, Y’ such that H*(E’, Y’, i’, j’> > K + 3~/4. Recalling (2.16) it is 
then possible to find x such that H(E’, Y’, x, i’, j’) > K + p/2, which 
contradicts the fact that r(T) = K. Therefore necessarily supy ri[ P(Y )] = K, 
which completes the proof. ??
A result by Seneta (1981, p. 110) appears as a special case of Theorem 
2.1. Indeed, for any probability-normed vector Y, Equation (2.1) shows that 
r(T) 2 ri[ P(Y )]. If T is then a column-stochastic matrix, and if we let Y be 
the n-dimensional vector with each entry equal to l/n, then Equation (2.1) 
shows that r(T) > ri(T’). 
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